South facing backyard

**North**
- Deepen courtyard to bring northern light into living, dining, and kitchen. Plant deciduous trees in lightcourt.

**West**
- Timber pergola to the west to maximise shading.
- Add solar panels to the roof.

**South**
- Large openings to the south to maximise light to the living, dining, and kitchen. Add a small eave to protect the glazing.

**East**
- Add external blinds for privacy and to maximise shading.
East facing backyard

- **North**: Add solar panels to the roof.
- **East**: Timber pergola to shade from easterly sun.
- **North**: Flip the living room to the north and add large window to maximise northern light.
- **South**: Add external blinds for privacy.
- **North**: Add external blinds for privacy and to maximise shading to the north. Plant deciduous trees in light court.
- **North**: Add external blinds for privacy and to maximise shading.
North facing backyard

East
- Add external blinds for privacy and to maximise shading. Plant deciduous trees in light court

East
- Living room to the east and add large window to maximise light

North
- Timber pergola to shade from northerly sun

West
- Deep timber pergola to maximise shading

West
- Add external blinds for privacy and to maximise shading to the north

West
- Add solar panels to the roof
West facing backyard

North
- Living room to the north and add large window to maximise northern light
- Add solar panels to the roof
- Deciduous trees to light court
- Add external blinds for privacy and to maximise shading to the north

South
- Add external blinds for privacy

West
- Deeper timber pergola to shade from western sun